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Let D be a skew field with center F, V a finite dimensional left vector 
space over D, / an endomorphism of I”, and C(/) the set of those endo- 
morphisms of I/ which commute with f. 
THEOREM. Every endovnorphism of V zohich colnmutes with every element 
of C(f) can be written ire the form c a# where the a, EF. 
This is well known if D is commutative, and it has recently been 
extended to real quaternions by Carlson and Cullen [l] using an involved 
matrix method. 
Proof. We construct the polynomial ring D[T] as making T 
commutative with every element of D, and define a left D[T] module 
structure on P by 
(2 c&Ti) * v = 2 dJ+). 
Then C(f) consists of D[T] endomorphisms of I/. The invariant factor 
theorem [2] says that, as a D [T] module, I’ = @y=i D [T]/g,, where the 
qi are left ideals in D [T] such that yr C. . * C qn. 
Now suppose g is an endomorphism of I’ which commutes with every 
element of C(f). In particular, it will commute with that endomorphism 
of I’ which is the identity on D [T]/gl and sends the other components 
into zero, and therefore it will induce an endomorphism g, of DLT]/~~. 
Since any D[T] endomorphism of D[T]/g, can be lifted to a D[T] 
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endomorphism of I’, it follows that g, commutes with all such endo- 
morphisms. However, since D [ T]/ql is a monogenic D [T] module, these 
are simply right multiplications by elements of D [T], so that g, itself 
must be a left multiplication by some x E D [T]. 
Let Jz2,: I/ --f I’ be left multiplication by x; then g - h, vanishes on 
D [T]/ql. For 1 < i < n we have a canonical projection D [T]/ql ---f D [T]/q, 
since q1 C qi, which can be lifted to a D [T] endomorphism s of V. Every 
y E D [T]/qi is thus of the form s(z) for some z E D [T]/pl. Now (g - h,) * 
(Y) = (g - kJs(z) = Sk - h,)(z) = 0 since both g and h, commute with 
s. Therefore g = Jzz on all of I’ so that we must have a representation 
(H) 664 = c 4fi(4 
for some di ED. We claim that the di may be chosen to lie in F. Indeed, 
let n be the largest index such that d, # 0. We can suppose that f satisfies 
no relation of the form 
(R) Ujfi + . . * + a0 = 0 
with j < n, aj # 0; otherwise, we could eliminate from (H) powers of 
f greater than or equal to i. Now suppose that some coefficient di in 
(H) is not in F; then there exists d E D such that did # dd,. Since we 
must have g(d - a) = d * g(v), or 
2 &fi(d - v) = a. 2 dip(v) 
for all v E V, we do indeed obtain a relation 
c (did - dd,)fi = 0 
of the form (R). This proves the theorem. 
Note added in proof: 
\Verner [Canad. J. Matlz. 21(1969), 477-4781 has independently proved this 
theorem in the case when D is finite-dimensional over F, by reducing it to the field 
case via the isomorphism D an, Don g M,(F). 
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